Strong
believe that
one day we
will change
the world.
Keeping this in mind, we are almost
obsessed and passionate about

technology, innovation that keep us pushing

for the next battle, exceptional capabilities that

allow us infinite possibilities, fearless autonomy to

create transformative innovations and reliability to
construct trusted platforms, solutions products.

Senior Management.
We see things from angles that unlock new
ideas and insights to produce something
significant. We keep our focus on
building a great company by brilliantly
staffing our teams with highly talented
people, revolutionizing the industry
by embracing bold ideas, investing in
high end technology to open us new
horizons.
Laurentiu Chera, Managing Partner
Our people are people like us,
relentless in their desire to succeed,
talented enough to obtain mastery,
looking for challenges of today but also the
challenges of the future, sharing the same
belief in serving a larger purpose and dedicated
to something beyond making money.
Liz Moldovan, Managing Partner

Vision.
To build world-class, high performing software
products and services that inspire and provide real
value that customers love.

Mission.
We will do so by leveraging latest digital
technologies, reimagine innovation and
building high performance capabilities
in order to help organizations excel at
growing happier customers, increase
profitability, productivity, and
market share and thrive in an
ever changing environment.

Our Values.
Innovators. We are just creative, original thinkers
in search of the unknown journeys. We are not
afraid of failing, but rather more afraid of failing
to try. We always keep pushing for the next battle
with a strong desire that one day we will change
the world. We demonstrated every day.
Exceptional. We are exceptional by nature. This
is why we hire people like us, highly talented,
in search of excellence, exceptionally creative,
exceptionally contagious, reaching exceptionally
stellar performance.
Passionate. We translate our passion for
technology in genuine engagement, excitement,
and true calling for transformative innovation. We
truly believe that passion is our personal purpose
that to be deeply involved into our work that truly
impacts the software world in a positive way.

Fearless. We are young, bold, technology savvier,
remarkable by amazing work. This offer us the
power of enjoying freedom of choice, freedom
to experiment and autonomy to fearless create
infinite opportunities for the companies we work
with.
Trusted. In a word
of lost trust we
truly believe in
the reliability to
deliver amazing
innovations,
dependability
to meet our
commitments,
transparency on our
processes, fairness
and sincerity of
our promises, authenticity of our projects and
congruency of our thoughts.

Software
Development
•
•
•
•

Consumer & Enterprise Services
Web Solutions
Digital Transformation
Other Services

Consumer & Enterprise Services

Desktop Applications.
If no desktop application fits
your needs, build a new one.
In a market overwhelmed by desktop solutions,
one might think that there’s already an
app for every necessity. We don’t make
assumptions. We know the answer is
no. And so, we are ready to build
your app, to your demand.

Get a quote

To each idea, a desktop
application.
Optimize your company’s operations and processes, help
teams work better together, all over the world, or deliver your
brand’s promise to customers.
Any of these is possible when you make a desktop
application that:
• Follows your plan and your brand’s values
• Offers an eye-catching interface and top performance
• Integrates seamlessly with your business software suite
and third-party applications
• Features Computer Vision capabilities
• Embeds the latest programming innovations, with no
compromise to stability or quality
• Makes it easier for you to expand the framework to other
systems (mobile and web) while maintaining the core
features

Consumer & Enterprise Services

Mobile Applications.

Create an outstanding
presence in the mobile apps
environment.

The on-demand mobile app,
worth using every second.

Embrace everything that the mobile world has to give,
with mobile apps in which the digital and the physical are
interlaced in exceptional experiences for the users and new
growth opportunities for your company.

Don’t settle with copy apps. Let’s build together
new mobile apps that become your clients’
best friends, adding value to your go-tomarket strategy and empower your
brand’s voice.

We’re ready to support you with:
• Custom feature development, for mobile apps that are
perfectly fitted to your business
• Innovative approaches for creating a rewarding user
experience
• Combined usage of cutting-edge technologies for fast
and agile development
• Advanced implementation of cybersecurity protocols and
encryption
• App store submissions, continuous development, and
expert support

Get a quote

Consumer & Enterprise Services

Wearable Applications.
Top-grade wearable apps,
adding innovation to mobile
experiences.
Set the path for tomorrow’s business growth,
and keep customers closer to your brand,
with on-demand wearable applications,
powered by emerging technologies.

Get a quote

It starts with an idea. This
one is ready-to-wear.
Wearable apps are the next big thing in our ever-connected
world, and we have already got the hands-on experience
that can help place your next app in the spotlight.
Our process is created to meet your needs, every step of the
way:
• Agile project approach, for results on each project phase
• Accurate estimates on project financing and timelines
• A development pace tailored to your deadlines
• The best available technology frameworks and platforms
• Transparent communication for results that stay true to
the plan
• Use of reliable QA tools, to minimize development
schedules and costs

Consumer & Enterprise Services

Cross Platform
Applications.

Create beautifully connected
ecosystems, on-demand.
Now is the time to invest wisely in crossplatform app development. A single
codebase will help you cut costs and
implement a faster go-to-market
strategy while offering incredible
brand experiences to your
customers, on any device.
Get a quote

Surprise your audience with
brilliantly synced apps.
We constantly tear down novel infrastructures and
frameworks, and we take just the best of each. This
approach helps us deliver more than imagined for every
project you might want to create.
Besides, you will benefit from:
• Ingenious mix & match of next-generation technologies to
support unique product development
• Fast input and accurate feedback on every project
milestone
• Expert recommendations of distribution channels that
deliver the best results
• Transparent and optimized costs
• Unbeatable quality and after-launch support

Consumer & Enterprise Services

E-learning applications for
entrepreneurs and enterprise
Amplify the value of your
team, with an always adapting
e-learning platform.
From the factory ground to reliable operations
insights, rethink your business model!
Become a Smart Factory where the best
quality of products is achieved, with
high flexibility, maximized safety, and
optimized costs throughout the
manufacturing cycle.
Get a quote

The e-learning platform
for the highest business
outcomes.
Build an organization ready for a skills-oriented economy.
Our e-learning experience platform is designed to help you
achieve top results, enabling a proactive and productive
workforce, and providing the flexibility your business needs to
stand its ground in front of the unexpected future.
Technology plays on your side when you master and work
with:
• A versatile and adaptable on-demand e-learning
framework, tailored to meet your business’ specific training
and development needs
• Technological innovations like Artificial Intelligence and
Robot Automation, creatively mixed
• A scalable learning infrastructure, easily integrated with
your existing enterprise management platforms
• Dedicated customer support and technical assistance,
from day one

Web Solutions

Web Applications.

Fulfill the higher
expectations of enthusiastic
customers.

Bespoke web apps development,
because your business is not like
any other.

Noticeable brands don’t just exist on the web, they pave new
paths through innovation and emerging tech. We stand by
your side so that you can define a distinctive image on the
web, one that’s bound to build trust and profitability for your
business.

Leave competitors behind with spectacular
web applications, on-demand. When outof-the-box solutions don’t quite fit, we’ll
develop the apps that resolve all your
digital marketing strategy challenges,
making your business thrive.

The outcome is always ensured, as we can provide:
• Web applications tailored specifically to your
organization’s processes and demands
• An API-based infrastructure integrating with back-office
apps or third-party apps
• Top-level data and app protection, leveraging blockchain
technologies and custom security protocols
• An agile approach and incremental cycles of
development for improved project management
• Fast development with optimized human and financial
resources
• On-going, end-to-end support, making development and
application upkeep stress-free for your team

Get a quote

Web solutions

Custom E-commerce
Platforms.
The e-commerce alternative for
balancing convenient shopping
experiences and business perfection.
Your business has different needs and
aspirations than most, so stop searching
for off-the-shelf e-commerce platforms.
Get more with a fully customizable
e-commerce solution, robust and
secure, and ready to take the shape
of your expanding online business.
Get a quote

The e-commerce platform
designed for market leaders.
Throughout your sales funnels, there’s a chance for failure
and continuous room for improvement. Make sure you’re
always on the winning side by choosing a mature and
trustworthy e-commerce platform shaped for your needs.
Add to that our proven bespoke enterprise development
experience and:
• A transparent communication and development process,
including every decision-maker, from project manager to
stakeholders
• An eye for the detail, from lines of code and workflows to
meeting business projections
• A genuine passion for technological innovation, helping us
to find and deliver the unconventional
• Pre and post-launch dedicated support
• A proactive approach to budget and deadlines matching

Web Solutions

WordPress Websites.
When you launch your new
website, make it matter!
Undoubtedly, WordPress is the world’s first
choice in creating a lasting and profitable
online presence. However big or small
your company is, we guarantee a new
website, built on top the WordPress
CMS, is the right way to gain
visibility and amplify your digital
efforts.
Get a quote

The WordPress development
solution that fits any budget.
WordPress is flexible, highly customizable, and, most of all,
it’s affordable. You won’t need to worry about exceeding
your budget or crossing the deadlines you’ve set. Scaling
development is effortless, and having our developers’
experience at your disposal will turn your website project into
a rewarding endeavor.
And we have even more benefits to add:
• Project road mapping to help align all resources, human,
technical, and financial around the same goals
• A team of avid and knowledgable WordPress developers
• Guidance and support for choosing the right hosting
service
• Post-development maintenance for continued
improvement

Digital Transformation

Software Re-engineering.
Give your legacy software a
second chance to perform at
it’s highest level.
Your current solution may not be performing as
well as you’d like it to, but that doesn’t mean
it’s obsolete! With software re-engineering,
you can get higher performance,
extended functionalities, and the latest
automation-empowered scalability
to fit your business’ future
demands.
Get a quote

Transforming legacy
software into intuitive and
efficient new tools for your
business.
We find that software re-engineering instills confidence
in companies that need upgraded functionalities from
their otherwise performing software. We like this approach
because it also provides structure and offers the freedom to
create and innovate with technology. More than this, when
you decide to enhance your software, we will add:
•
The latest proven high-end technology that will make
your software perform longer and better
•
A straightforward process moving you seamlessly
through analysis, documentation, code and data
reconstruction, forward or reverse engineering, or any other
step required for a successful project outcome
•
100% reliability of the end result
•
Our team of qualified professionals ready to implement
your requirements in due time and within budget

Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation.
The Digital Revolution.
Digital transformation is not
only about IT transformation.
Is about new business models, processes,
new people mindsets, reimagined customer
experiences, driven by emerging
technologies.

Get a quote

Digital transformation for
any, and all businesses.
Digital business transformation is the application of
technology for building new business models, processes,
software, and systems that result in more profitable revenue,
greater competitive advantage, and greater efficiency.
Technology is just a part of the digital transformation
process. Without a business model review, capabilities,
thinking patterns, processes and culture transformation,
technology by itself does not characterize a digital
transformation.
This is why our team of specialist comes from different
fields of activities in order to support the entire digital
transformation strategy.

Other Services

Product Prototyping.
Never leave the success of
your next product to the odds.
Increase your chances to deliver the next best
software to your users, build awareness, and
attract investors early-on, with prototypes
that give your idea the look and feel of
the real thing.

Get a quote

Prepare your product for
untethered growth.
Prompt development, minimum product failure risk, higher
user interaction rate, and endorsement, augmented financial
outcomes. Just a few of the perks of creating a software
prototype with us.
We strive to help you confidently reach your goals through:
• Adoption of best practices in prototyping
• Creativity and technological innovation embedded in
project definition, design, and development
• A customer-centric approach dedicated to you, as our
client, and to users, as your audience
• Transparent communication and open access to our vast
expertise
• Reliable planning for secured milestones
• Top-notch support, whenever you need it

Other Services

Maintenance & Support.
The foundation of an optimum
Lyfe Cycle for your software.
When your product is out on the market,
make sure it offers a great experience
to your customers, as you designed it,
without interruptions or flaws. When in
doubt, bring on board our team of
seasoned engineers for all your
support and maintenance
needs.
Get a quote

Just like high-class
insurance for your software,
only better.
Placing your product at your users’ fingertips is sometimes
risky. For whatever wrongs they might find or any reinvented
experience they might expect, we’re offering an insurancelike support and maintenance service.
Here’s how your business can benefit from it:
• Dedicate phone and email support and dedicated
Account manager for custom projects
• Maintenance on the clock (meaning we will schedule
everything so that any intervention is invisible to users)
• Automated support and maintenance – our team gets
notified when any action is needed, to keep the whole
infrastructure fresh and optimal
• Extra care – we make use of support levels and priorities
so that critical issues are always resolved first
• Back-stage business analysis – we follow trends, markets,
technologies so that your software can move to the next
level

Other Services

Quality Assurance &
Testing
Deliver flawless software, with
every new release.
Push your software beyond limits and delight
customers, without losing control of your
business objectives. We’ll help your
company design and implement an
end-to-end approach to quality,
locking in success for any product
launch.
Get a quote

Elevating value through
quality.
Carve your brand’s name into the future by integrating Agile
quality assurance and testing methodology that takes the
best of innovation to make your product the best.
Whether we have developed it or it’s a third-party software,
you will always benefit from:
• End-to-end testing, encompassing cutting-end
technology and human expertise for the highest-level quality
assurance
• A variated team of testing experts with extensive domain
knowledge
• Open and prioritized support, creating seamless
communication flows between managers, developers, and
testers
• Affordable costs and unparalleled reliability in resources
and met deadlines

Other Services

Personnel Leasing.
Get ahead of deadlines,
alongside the right team.
When skills gaps or an understaffed internal
team is jeopardizing your project, meet
the challenge before it unravels, with a
team of experienced developers that
help you get ahead of schedule and
optimize your costs.

Get a quote

Empowering operations with
seasoned developers.
Effortlessly accomplish any planned software development,
with proficient professionals on your side. We cater to our
team, just like we do for our partners, making sure it always
matches the highest of expectations.
We invest in upskilling and technical knowledge
enhancements so that you don’t need to. Our personnel
lending concept embeds:
• Multiskilled developers, with know-how in cuttingedge platforms and frameworks, as well as innovative
technologies, including AI and ML
• A variety of IT professionals, from mid-level IT to project
manager, capacitating the build of homogenous teams
• Supple collaboration, giving you the choice of team
management, when it is a better fit for your needs
• Project agility, focusing not just on delivering code,
but also on streamlining the entire software cycle, with
comprehensive reporting and clear business goals to
achieve

Design
Services
•
•
•
•

Web & Mobile Design
VR and AR
Graphic Design Services
Product Photography

Web & Mobile Design

User Experience.
Simplicity in every user action.
Making an impact on your customers
through design is an authentic challenge
to most businesses. Through polished
and intelligent interactions, we create
visually appealing web and mobile
experiences for the foreseeable
success of your online presence.

Get a quote

Build the right kind of
customer obsession around
your brand.
The UI design is not a one-size-fits-all solution. In our design
process, we start by understanding your specific needs and
requirements, as well as your products’ scope to find the
right UI form and functionality that can perfectly convey your
business’ emotional message to customers.
We view our projects as meaningful partnerships, so we
invest our best resources in every one of them:
• Seniors UI designers with heterogenous industry expertise
• Creative problem solvers, embedding technology
innovation in ways that deliver results to your company and
your users
• An agile approach to design, focusing on collaboration
and communication to meet deadlines and client goals
• Accountability on any project phase, from idea to launch
• Feasibility, by offering an adequate balance between
investment and the end product

Web & Mobile Design

User Interface.
The essence of your brand’s
expression through digital
design.
Your brand is unique, and so should be
its reflection in the digital environment,
whatever shape it takes. We incorporate
your products’ vision into a beautifully
designed UI that not only meets
expectations but goes beyond in
user delight.
Get a quote

UX design that turns your
brand into to others.
Strengthen your direct connection to users, viewing your
brand through their eyes, sharp, yet emotional. By fusing
user flow analysis, user behavior, and needs, to your key
objectives, we can increase your brand’s appeal and help
you get to the next level in sales and conversions.
Design thinking defines our working strategies, while results
are multiplied through:
• Cutting-edge design toolkit, embedding AI, VR, and AR for
the best user-centered experiences
• Trending browser capabilities leveraged into UX, for
dramatically improved web and mobile experiences
• Custom UX service fit to your market, whether it is
e-commerce, health, or even agriculture
• Agile development enabling an unbeatable delivery time
and financially advantageous solutions

Web & Mobile Design

Wireframes and
Prototypes.
Create the digital reflection of your
brand, as the foundation for your
next award-winning products.
Explore and validate your digital product
idea with low, medium, or high-fidelity
representations, to simplify the
development process, optimize your
investment, and ensure your vision is
aligned from sketches to the final
product.
Get a quote

Discover your product in
a prototype, for what it’s
worth.
A powerful blueprint of your next digital project is the perfect
tool for understanding if the purpose of your product will be
fully achieved once the development is finished.
Our web solutions and mobile apps wireframes and
prototypes are different from anything you’ve seen because:
• Our top-tier designers use their passion for digital
imaging to deliver business-driven results
• The high-end technology we use, including prototyping
automation, empowers the development process and helps
create unforgettable online brand experiences
• We make it easier for you to control how a product
comes to life, as well as to streamline your costs and time
investments
• Communication is at the heart of everything we do, so
your questions are never left unanswered

VR & AR

Education and
Experiential Training.
Life-changing learning experiences
through Extended reality.
Assisting trainees of all ages in achieving
individual, social, and professional
excellence by way of well-orchestrated
VR/AR environments, for amplified
personal and business results.

Get a quote

Your exclusive bridge
between the physical and
the digital world.
As a fundamental principle to any business, yielding learning
processes need to embrace the emerging technological
innovation to maintain competitiveness and trainee
retention.
Our mission is to stay on top the VR/AR technology
developments, offering bespoke solutions that support
businesses reach future projections through:
• Individualized approach on AR/VR technology use,
befitting your brand’s core
• A performance-driven viewpoint in development,
delivering higher quality within your budget
• Diversified industry experience and deep understanding of
shifting market priorities
• Ongoing support, from project definition to sustainable
long-term maintenance

VR & AR

Remote Assistance.
Level up your remote
assistance with nextgeneration AR solutions.
As your business grows and conquers new markets,
you need to be able to scale your support
capabilities at a fast pace. We’re introducing
an easier way to connect to customers, or
teams, by amplifying your experts’ devices
with AR-powered bespoke solutions
that increase efficiency and enable
immediate intervention.
Get a quote

Brace your company for
positive changes brought by
AR remote assistance.
Take the lead on innovation in your customer or team
support field. Augmented Reality solutions, completed
by emerging technologies AI and ML, help your company
mature its remote assistance services and gain stability for
the future.
We build upon your brand with a unique approach in the
development and implementation of AR remote assistance
solutions and we do this by:
• having a deep-understanding and a continuous curiosity
about how Augmented Reality can help business across
their entire operations
• design and development of solutions defined by
functionality, efficiency and cost optimization
• providing frameworks and future-proof solutions, instead
of patches
• excelling ourselves in service and assistance, whatever
the size or project scope

VR & AR

Interactive Product
Presentations.
Join the technology-driven shift in
interactive product presentations.
It’s happening right now!
Go beyond the traditional product
presentation and lure your audiences into
amazing immersive experiences! With our
VR/AR innovations and astonishingly
designed product presentations, you
can finally convey the oneness of
your brand to any market.
Get a quote

Get closer to your audience
with vivid presentations.
From retail to automotive, there’s virtually no industry that
can’t benefit from a revolution in the design of product
presentations. Seize the moment and uphold your brand
awareness, product adoption rate, and business yield.
We’re committed to ensuring your achieve every goal you’ve
set for your product presentation by providing:
• An innovative approach to design, creatively merging
Artificial Intelligence and AR/VR technologies
• A seamless experience for users, but also for your team,
increasing the rate of their success as well
• Compelling results, with high-quality presentations that
are reliable and accurate and rise to any industry standards

Graphic Design Services

Advertising Design.
Translating the value of your
brand in impactful ads.
Advertising can still be moved by meaningful and
purposeful brand expressions. We’ll help your
brand reach and connect to a wider, more
relevant audience, by giving it a distinctive
voice in this swarming ads world.

Get a quote

Tell the story your audience
is eager to hear.
With each advertisement we design, we build an extension
of your brand. Our mission is to ensure this extension is
highly performant, and also memorable, reaffirming the
values and principles that make your brand just like your
customers want it to be.
Blending creativity and performance into our advertising
designs is what helps us help you grow a better brand for a
better future. We’re driven by:
• A healthy “obsession” with on-time and high-quality
deliveries
• In-depth brand examination, making sure we’re always
matching your values
• Competitors insights, for a better definition of your brand’s
position in the market
• Audience analysis, so that we can put ourselves in your
customer shoes and find what makes them click
• Proficiency and ROI, because we want your brand to last

Graphic Design Services

3D Graphics in Web.
Add a touch of the real world
into your web experience with
amazing 3D graphics.
If you’re looking to make a difference for your
customers, bring your brand’s reality into their
online journey, driving attention and awareness,
and ultimately, a stronger foundation for your
brand’s growth.

Get a quote

Surprise and delight with
renewed digital interactions.
The 3D internet is here for the forward-thinking companies
like yours that want to better themselves for their audiences.
The beauty of 3D comes from its ability to connect
people and brands and the ease-of-implementation and
affordability.
Innovate your digital portfolio with our remarkable 3D web
graphics and our approach on:
• Project management, personalizing every step of our
collaboration to meet and exceed your demands
• Budget and timeframes definition and accomplishment.
You get the value you are aiming for, every time
• Lasting results. Our creative thinking centers on delivering
designs that stand the trial of time and the evolution of new
trends

Graphic Design Services

Motion Design.
Becoming more humancentered, with motion
graphics design.
Emotions are hard to convey through static texts.
Enter motion graphics, transforming simple words
into connected sensory experiences for highly
effective communication to your audience.

Get a quote

Revealing the human side of
your brand.
There’s no guessing here. Your brand and everything about it
relates to people and their needs. With motion graphics, we
help your customers discover and enjoy this beautiful side of
your brand and support your company’s exponential growth
on the way.
We don’t like to brag about ourselves. Therefore, we’ll turn our
insides out and let you decide:
• Fast turnaround times for any project
• Passion and quality above all and with every design we
deliver
• Personalized account management for a streamlined
collaboration since day one
• A strategic and data-driven approach to design, in
addition to creativity and technological innovation
• Transparent communication and an open-minded team
of multidisciplinary expert designers

Graphic Design Services

Product and Services
Design.
Choreograph the future or your
next product or service with better
design.
You hold power to create a product or
a service capable of identifying your
customers’ unmet needs. We’re
here to increase your strength by
adding unique designs that fulfill
expectations on both sides. Yours
and customers alike.
Get a quote

Designing to fulfillment,
in nearly every part of your
business.
It’s not that difficult to become a future-proof company
when it comes to delivering the best product or service to
your customers. All it takes is a strategic design thinking to
spark new ideas and find a path to efficient, usable, and
memorable products.
We put our best efforts into each project so that you can see
the materialization of your investment into real benefits. In
our processes, we embed:
• A systematic and iterative design method, ensuring highquality outputs
• A holistic approach, combining design, research, and
market insights
• Technological innovation to help replicate with highfidelity the real usage of your product or service
• Dedicated account management and project assistance
all the way

Product Photography

eCommerce.
Make customers fall in love
with your products from the
first glance.
We put your products in the spotlight with unique
on-demand product photography on your
eCommerce website, partner, or social channel
for easier and ever-increasing sales.

Get a quote

Never lose control of your
product images creation
process.
Yes, you can achieve this by working with our skilled and
experienced photographers available on-site or remote.
We keep our minds open to grasp your product’s details
from the very start and to be able to put its heart into
extraordinary pictures.
Beyond a simple eCommerce photography service, our
team is here to offer:
• An artistic eye or a pragmatic approach, to deliver
photography that best relates to your brand and your
customers
• Professional photography editing, to achieve picture
perfection
• Instant quotes and scalability for dynamic eCommerce
businesses
• 98% acceptance rate on photography delivered

Product Photography

Catalogs.
Picturing product stories with
stunning catalogs.
Showcase your next product or range with exceptional
product images, splendidly arranged in creative
straight forward or concept-based catalogs.

Get a quote

Catalog photography as an
instrument.
Give your customers a sense of unicity by offering them
a high-end experience with carefully assembled product
catalogs. Our commitment to you is quality and a
professional outcome, with every page we design.
Plus, there’s a lot more to uncover by trusting us with your
next product catalog planning and creation:
• A team of experienced photographers and catalog
designers with diversified industry backgrounds
• Excellent photography editing capabilities
• 100% availability for on-site photoshoots
• Reliability, from financial offering to timely deliveries

Industrial
Automation
•
•
•
•

Business Process Automation
Smart Machines
Smart Cars
Smart Buildings

Business Process Automation

Task/Employees
Automation.
The work platform for any project
and all employees.
From idea to market, get full visibility on your
operations or portfolio development, and
maximize the productivity of your teams,
whatever their skills or location.

Get a quote

Not just a work platform. A
solution for evolving teams
and businesses.
You have carefully selected your team members for their
skills, unique professional background, and added value to
your company. Enhance their contribution to your company’s
success through:
• An adaptive platform, that can be built around any
business or industry
• Top-of-line processes and workflows, making any task
easier and faster to finalize
• Apps for any device, keeping everybody in the right
communication loop
• API and on-demand integrations of any mass-market or
custom applications relevant to your business
• A scalable framework, for ever-changing business
conditions
• Access to ongoing support

Business Process Automation

Customer Service
Automation.
The hub for successful interactions
with customers.
Supporting your clients means supporting your
company. Our consolidated, AI-powered
customer service platform gives you
all the tools you need to connect to
customers, offer them support, and
nurture valuable relationships that
will last a lifetime.

Get a quote

Keep an open channel to
your customers.
Depersonalized customer service can deeply hurt your
brand. Engage your team and clients in real conversations
that drive understanding and customer satisfaction, with the
right mix of automation, intelligence, and human touch:
• A consolidated customer support and relationship
platform, designed on-demand to suit your company profile
• Convenient and intuitive communication tools for your
team and customers alike
• Scalable and flexible interface, that you can grow at any
point
• Seamless integration in your operations and third-party
collaborations

Business Process Automation

Business Compliance
Automation.
Close the gaps in business risk, with
end-to-end compliance.
The dynamics of laws and regulatory environments
continue to challenge the industry. We’re
introducing an innovative compliance platform
that your company can fully design to
match your profile. Apply any degree
of implementation, and control any
framework, or standard, for higher
business value, minimized risk,
and financial security.
Get a quote

Build a resilient organization
and a responsible workforce.
Don’t let any compliance task divert your company’s
path to success. Are you revising the existing compliance
frameworks or standards? Or, are your planning to enrich
your products and services quality?
You have the freedom to design and inject certainty into
your business’s future with:
• A compliance platform acting as vault and interface,
providing full visibility and accessibility
• On-demand or built-in frameworks (HIPAA or PCI) and
business compliance standards (including, but not limited to
ISO, NIST, CIS, CSA, COBIT, or novel ones like GDPR, CCPA)
• Use of emerging technologies – Artificial Intelligence,
cutting-edge digitalization, and high-end cybersecurity
protocols
• API platform, for seamless and open integration to any
known business or processes management software or
platforms

Business Process Automation

Operations Automation.
Operations redesigned as a
workplace, for on-demand
enterprises.
It is time to bring order into organizational chaos.
Align your assets to your values, with our nextgeneration workplace platform. It unifies people
and tasks, provides structure, and optimizes
costs so that you can focus on customers
and sustainable growth.

Get a quote

Expand on your business
ideals.
Unlock your organization’s efficiency, with intelligent
processes from start to finish. Meet the operations
automation platform, built as a workplace, helping you
envision the steps you are about to make in your evolving
business with:
• Custom made framework, available in the cloud or as a
standalone solution
• Swift automation of third-party environments (such as
Citrix or SAP)
• Business Process Modeling Notation compatibility, ondemand
• Innovative approach and technologies, featuring robotic
automation, AI and machine learning algorithms
• Open development, for freedom of personalized input and
enhancement
• Ongoing support and training for fast deployment and
ease of adoption

Smart Machines

Industrial Automation.
Embrace industrial automation
and digitalization, to secure
long-term competitive
advantages.
From the factory ground to reliable operations
insights, rethink your business model! Become
a Smart Factory where the best quality of
products is achieved, with high flexibility,
maximized safety, and optimized costs
throughout the manufacturing cycle.
Get a quote

Reach industry perfection,
with 90% automation and
digitalization, and 10%
valuable human input.
Drive permanent growth through innovation and Industry
4.0 dedicated solutions at all levels – machines, people,
operations. Our industrial automation concepts embed:
• Latest digital innovations, such as Artificial Intelligence and
Augmented Reality
• High-tech solutions designed for industrial use (RFID,
marking, tracking and tracing solutions, vision systems and
more)
• Advanced architecture models, mapping globally
adopted standards with the newest trends in various
industry sectors
• Flexibility and scalability, supporting business expansion or
contraction, with significant economic benefits
• An attentive selection of hardware, ensuring shorter
implementation time, and nearly zero interruptions of
ongoing processes and operations

Smart Machines

Workplace Automation.
Remove redundancy from
your operations, with fully
automated workflows.
Achieve margins with ease and level up your
workforce’ productivity, through intelligent
automation that can handle any form of
communication between people and
machines.

Get a quote

Restore the value of your
business data.
Too many data collectors and incompletely connected
processes. If this sounds familiar, we can help you close the
gaps in your information workflow.
Any level of automation that’s suitable for your business can
be achieved with the help of:
• Our open platform, that easily integrates any third-party
software and hardware
• Intelligent features, enhanced by AI learning capabilities,
allowing any system to be re-shaped on-the-go
• All devices ready interface, including enterprise and
industrial devices
• Advanced data encryption and data security protocols

Smart Cars

Navigation Automation.
Behind every great car, there’s
a smart navigation system.
In a sea of possibilities, we help automotive
manufacturers take a stand with AI-powered,
adaptable, and affordable onboard and mobile
navigation systems.

Get a quote

A powerful and secure
navigation system, awaiting
your brand’s signature.
There is no question about the systems’ market lifecycle or
cybersecurity concern that our robust automated navigation
system doesn’t already answer:
• Onboard navigation automation with zero connectivity
breakdowns (using multiple communication technologies,
including GPS, FM, Bluetooth)
• Swift integration with pre-existing or planned sensors
• Privacy compliant voice and biometrics, Machine Learning
and AI-powered functionalities
• Lifetime over-the-air encrypted updates
• Fully customizable for safety, security, durability, energy
efficiency and any other automotive automation systems

Smart Cars

Control Automation.
Keeping the distance and
driving in comfort, with
assisted cruise control.
Discover our highly performant car control automation
system designed for safer and enjoyable drives,
providing just the right balance between
manual and automated control.
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The must-have assisted
cruise control for your nextgeneration car.
Looking for the best control automation that can fit into the
best car design imaginable, and almost any budget? Our
assisted cruise control system can take any shape you
envision.
• Optimized integration of sensors in any car part
• Built-in or on-demand connection to other onboard or
add-on car automation systems
• A fast learning curve with intuitive user functionalities and
easily adjustable system settings
• Cruise control memory function for multi-driver family
cars
• Highly-secured driving profile data-collection, for a
superior, hi-tech user experience

Smart Cars

Hazard Avoidance
Automation.
Take a step forward towards the
safest car.
On the road to autonomous cars, there’s plenty of
room for progressing the present. Advance your
brand’s technology pack with AI innovations
that guarantee reliable and safe driving.

Get a quote

Cutting-edge safety
technologies, for state-ofthe-art vehicles.
The functional safety aspects in car manufacturing are
numerous, especially when novel concepts in automotive
automation are involved. We help you leverage the best of
two worlds – automotive manufacturing and technology –
to the benefit of your always demanding customers.
We understand how to:
• Collect data from mid-range and long-range radar
sensors, ultrasonic and laser sensors, classic and infrared
cameras, LIDAR – with the highest degree security levels
available
• Analyze and deliver accurate information, using the latest
trends in AI and machine learning
• Effortlessly connect software and systems, to create bestin-class automation, driving functionality and convenience

Smart Buildings

Home Automation.
Unlike any other home. Your
smart home.
You might know everything about home automation
already, or you may be a novice at it. Regardless.
We’ve got your back when it comes to reaching
the maximum potential of your automated
home.

Get a quote

Automation for any, and all
homes.
Have you already picked your favorite devices, plan on
upgrading or are you just starting?
Write down the list and we’ll be able to work with you or the
tech team of your preference to ensure:
• all networks compatibility and streamlined
communication (Wi-Fi, Z-Wave, Zigbee, Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), X10, Insteon, Thread, and Universal Powerline
Bus (UPB)
• countless connected devices
• expansion freedom (add new technologies and deviceson-the go)
• professional support for full performance and minimum
downtime (existing and new home automation systems)

Smart Buildings

Residential Automation.
Homes and people, in sync.
Intelligent automation for
residential projects.
While some cater to smaller dwelling concepts, we
allow you to go beyond the surface of sensors,
networks, and applications. We help you
discover what makes people truly feel at
home, in any building.
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Automation solutions for
welcoming neighborhoods.
Professionals in the real-estate sector are looking into the
future of IoT and buildings. If you are one of them, then you’ll
enjoy:
• the ability to work with communication technology, from
any brand (Wi-Fi, Z-Wave, Zigbee, Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), X10, Insteon, Thread, and Universal Powerline Bus
(UPB))
• a flexible solution, shaped by and for the customer
• scalability for future networks integrations (wired or nonwired)
• professional support every step of the way

Smart Buildings

Commercial Automation.
Interweaved buildings and IoT,
for smarter communities that
evolve.
Rethink your commercial property investments by
embedding tailored automation solutions. We’ll
make sure you’re getting incredible energy
efficiency, environmentally friendly structures,
and maximized financial output.

Get a quote

Imagine these and more, and
make them real with our building
automation solution.
We connect every sensor, meter, device, network, or
equipment you can think of, into a fully controllable and
user-friendly interface:
• Networks and technologies:
- Wired networks, Wi-Fi
- Z-Wave, Zigbee, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
- X10, Insteon, Thread, and Universal Powerline Bus (UPB)
• Sensors and meters:
- Indoor temperature, humidity, CO2 sensors
- Water, gas, electricity meters
- HVAC equipment (legacy or new technologies)
- Presence sensors
- Indoor and outdoor light sensors
- Outdoor climate sensors
• AV equipment and Communication:
- Presentation panels
- Intercom
- Integrated or standalone audio systems
- Internet connection (broadband/Wi Fi)

Let’s get in touch.
office@amazingsoft.ro
+(40) 769 257 797
+(40) 747 306 316
Calea Mosilor 59, et. 4
030146 Bucharest, ROMANIA

Ready to
help.
Tell us about ‘ur project.

Get a quote

Drop us
a line.
We’d love hear from you.
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